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We present a model of an N-qubit hannel where onseutive qubits experiene orrelated random
rotations. Our model is an extension to the standard deoherene-free subsystems approah (DFS)
whih assumes that all the qubits experiene the same disturbane. The variation of rotations ating
on onseutive qubits is modeled as diusion on the SU(2) group. The model may be applied to
spins traveling in a varying magneti eld, or to photons passing through a ber whose birefringene
utuates over the time separation between photons. We derive an expliit formula desribing the
ation of the hannel on an arbitrary N-qubit state. For N = 3 we investigate the eets of
diusion on both lassial and quantum apaity of the hannel. We observe that nonorthogonal
states are neessary to ahieve the optimal lassial apaity. Furthermore we nd the threshold for
the diusion parameter above whih oherent information of the hannel vanishes.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk, 03.65.Yz, 42.81.-i
I. INTRODUCTION
A fruitful approah to protet quantum systems from
deoherene introdued by unontrolled interations with
the environment is to use symmetries exhibited by those
interations. When elementary quantum systems in an
ensemble are oupled to the environment in an idential
way, it is possible to identify ertain olletive degrees of
freedom that turn out to be ompletely deoupled from
the interation, thus preserving quantum oherene. This
approah is the basi idea behind deoherene-free sub-
spaes and subsystems (DFSs) [1, 2℄ (for a review see
[3℄), whih an be implemented in a number of physial
senarios inluding quantum dots [4℄, atoms in a avity
[5℄, ion traps [6℄ or photons transmitted through a bire-
fringent ber [7℄. The existene of DFSs allows one to
enode or ommuniate reliably both lassial and quan-
tum information, whih has been demonstrated in rst
proof-of-priniple experiments [8℄.
The purpose of this paper is to go beyond the stan-
dard theory of DFSs and to analyze a senario when
the interations of elementary systems with the environ-
ment are not neessarily idential. Speially, we will
onsider a sequene of qubits aeted by random uni-
tary transformations. In the standard DFSs model all
unitaries are the same, enabling one to apply the stan-
dard deomposition into multipliity subspaes based on
angular-momentum algebra. In this paper, we will as-
sume that orrelations between unitaries aeting on-
seutive qubits are haraterized by a probability distri-
bution desribing isotropi diusion on the SU(2) group.
Suh a distribution has a number of invariant properties
that result in the existene of a single real parameter
whih denes the strength of orrelations. This will en-
able us to investigate the ontinuous transition between
the extreme regimes of perfet orrelations and indepen-
dent transformations of onseutive qubits.
The model introdued in this paper is a ertain hannel
ating on a sequene of N qubits. We derive its detailed
desription using angular momentum algebra, and ana-
lyze quantitatively the ase of N = 3 qubits. In partiu-
lar we present numerial results onerning the lassial
apaity and present the optimal ensemble of states at-
taining it. Surprisingly, for imperfet orrelations the op-
timal ensemble ontains nonorthogonal states. The fat
that the use of nonorthogonal states may be neessary
for the optimal lassial ommuniation has been known
[9℄, yet it is rather surprising that this eet appears in a
hannel onstruted in suh a natural way. We ompare
the optimal apaity with the one that an be ahieved
when one is restrited to the use of orthogonal states
and indiate orthogonal states whih perform almost op-
timal. We alulate and analyze the optimal oherent
information, whih provides ertain information about
the quantum apaity of the hannel.
Results presented in this paper an be applied to dier-
ent physial systems used for quantum ommuniation,
e.g. spins traveling in utuating external magneti eld,
and photons traveling in a ber with randomly varying
birefringene. The model generalizes the standard DFS
theory whenever the time separation between qubits sent
through the hannel is not negligible in omparison with
the harateristi time of environment utuations. One
an easily imagine suh a situation in the ase of spins
traveling relatively slowly in randomly varying magneti
eld. When it omes to photons, however, in most of
present experiments the standard DFS approah seems
satisfatory. The time separation of photons is typially
several orders of magnitude smaller than the utuation
time of birefringene, whose variations are aused by me-
hanial and thermal fators and hene by their nature
are relatively slow. Nevertheless, our model might be
relevant also in this setting, when large temporal sepa-
rations between photons need to be introdued, or se-
quenes of photons are long enough to reah the time
2sale of birefringene utuations.
The paper is organized as follows. We desribe the
model of imperfet orrelations in Se. II. In Se. III
investigate the struture of output states and give an
expliit and eient formula for alulating the ation of
the hannel on an arbitrary N qubit state. In Se. IV
we onsider the example of three qubit ommuniation,
whih is the smallest number of qubits allowing quantum
information to be transmitted. Finally, Se. V onludes
the paper.
II. IMPERFECT CORRELATIONS
The standard model for olletive depolarization of N
qubits desribed by a joint density matrix ρ is given by
the following map:
T (ρ) =
∫
dU U⊗NρU †⊗N , (1)
where U is an SU(2) matrix desribing the rotation of a
Bloh vetor of a single qubit state and dU is the Haar
measure on the SU(2) group. This operation inits a
rotation whih is ompletely random and idential for all
qubits. In other words we may say that noise experiened
by a given qubit is perfetly orrelated with the noise
experiened by all other qubits. We will refer to this
map as the twirling map.
Let us now extend the above model in order to desribe
the situation where orrelation of noise ating on dierent
qubits is not perfet. We will assume that the density ma-
trix ρ of the qubits undergoes a unitary transformation
given by a tensor produt U1⊗U2⊗· · ·⊗UN averaged with
a ertain probability distribution p(U1, U2, . . . , UN). We
will treat the sequene of Ui as a disrete-time stohasti
proess with the Markov property, i.e. as a Markov hain
[10℄. Consequently the probability distribution for Ui will
only depend on Ui−1. Additionally, we will impose the
stationarity ondition on our proess whih means that
the onditional probability distribution is desribed by
the same funtion irrespetively of the index i. Thus the
joint probability distribution is given by a produt
p(U1, U2, . . . , UN) = p(UN |UN−1) · · · p(U3|U2)p(U2|U1).
(2)
We will onsider an isotropi proess, i.e. one that does
not distinguish any element of the SU(2) group, whih
is equivalent to the physial assumption that the u-
tuations do not favor any partiular form of depolariza-
tion. The isotropy ondition requires that the onditional
probability distribution p(Ui|Ui−1) = p(V Ui|V Ui−1) =
p(UiV |Ui−1V ), for every V ∈ SU(2). This implies that
p(Ui|Ui−1) = p(UiU †i−1) = p(U †i−1Ui), (3)
where p(U) is a ertain probability distribution dened
on the group SU(2), whih fully haraterizes our deo-
herene model.
As the expliit model for the distribution p(U) we will
take the solution to the diusion equation on the group
SU(2). This solution an be onveniently parameterized
with a non-negative dimensionless time t haraterizing
the diusion strength. The expliit expression for the
distribution pt(U) on the SU(2) group at time t reads
[11℄:
pt(U) =
∞∑
j=0
(2j + 1) exp
(
−1
2
j(j + 1)t
) j∑
m=−j
D
j(U)mm,
(4)
where D
j(U)m
′
m are rotation matries of the SU(2) group
[12, 13, 14℄. The funtion pt(U) is invariant with re-
spet to unitary transformations of its argument, i.e.
pt(V UV
†) = pt(U) for any U, V ∈ SU(2). It depends
only on the eigenvalues of U whih an be parameterized
with a single angle ξ as eiξ/2 and e−iξ/2. Then the sum
over m in Eq. (4), equal to the harater of the jth irre-
duible representation, an be alulated expliitly as:
j∑
m=−j
D
j(U)mm =
sin[(j + 1/2)ξ]
sin(ξ/2)
. (5)
The family of distributions pt(U) has the following on-
volution property:∫
dU pt1(U
′U †)pt2(U) = pt1+t2(U
′). (6)
For t→ 0 the funtion pt(U) tends to a delta-like distri-
bution peaked at identity, while for t → ∞ it beomes
uniform on the group. Therefore the limit t → 0 or-
responds to perfetly orrelated depolarization speied
in Eq. (1), and the opposite ase of independent depo-
larization aeting eah one of qubits is reovered when
t → ∞. We will be interested in perturbations in DFSs
resulting from imperfet orrelations haraterized by a
nite value of t.
III. CHANNEL ACTION
We now proeed to write expliitly the ation of the
hannel on an arbitrary N qubit state ρ. The reasoning
below is valid for an arbitrary isotropi funtion p(U),
and the exat form of p(U) speied in Eq. (4) is not
used until Eq. (16). The output state of the hannel
reads:
3E(ρ) =
∫
dU1
∫
dU2 . . .
∫
dUNp(U1, U2, . . . , UN )U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ UN ρ U †1 ⊗ U †2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ U †N =
=
∫
dU1
∫
dU2 . . .
∫
dUNp(U2|U1)p(U3|U2) . . . p(UN |UN−1)U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ UN ρ U †1 ⊗ U †2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ U †N .
Taking into aount Eq. (3), and introduing new variables U ′i = UiU
†
i−1 we arrive at:
E(ρ) =
∫
dU1
∫
dU ′2 . . .
∫
dU ′Np(U
′
2)p(U
′
3) . . . p(U
′
N )×
U1 ⊗ (U ′2U1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (U ′NU ′N−1 . . . U1) ρ U †1 ⊗ (U †1U ′†2 )⊗ · · · ⊗ (U †1U ′†2 . . . U ′†N ) =
=
∫
dU ′Np(U
′
N )(1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ U ′N) . . .
(∫
dU1(U1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ U1) ρ (U †1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ U †1 )
)
. . . (1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ U ′†N ). (7)
The ation of the hannel an thus be written in a om-
pat form:
E(ρ) = IN−1 (IN−2 (. . . I1(T (ρ)) . . . )) , (8)
where:
Ii(ρ) =
∫
dUp(U)
× 1 ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
⊗U ⊗ · · · ⊗ U︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−i
ρ 1 ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
⊗U † ⊗ · · · ⊗ U †︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−i
. (9)
It an be easily proven that thanks to the isotropy
of the funtion p(U) speied in Eq. (3), operations Ii
ommute with eah other, i.e. Ii(Ik(ρ)) = Ik(Ii(ρ)),
and furthermore they ommute with T . This implies
that T (E(ρ)) = E(T (ρ)), whih together with the fat
that T (T (ρ)) = T (ρ) leads us to the onlusion that
T (E(ρ)) = E(ρ). This means that the output state is
invariant under the twirling map. We will say that it has
a twirled struture.
The ation of the twirling map in Eq. (8) allows
us to restrit our onsiderations to input states hav-
ing a twirled struture. Let us now desribe the states
ρ
twirled
= T (ρ). For this purpose we use the following
standard deomposition of the spae of N qubits:
H⊗N =
N/2⊕
j=(N mod 2)/2
Hj ⊕ . . .⊕Hj︸ ︷︷ ︸
dj times
=
N/2⊕
j=(N mod 2)/2
Hj⊗Cdj ,
(10)
where Hj is a representation subspae in whih the (2j+
1)-dimensional irreduible representation of SU(2) ats,
and Cdj is the multipliity subspae whih is not aeted
by the ation of U⊗N . The above deomposition allows
us to use a basis |j,m, α〉, where j is the total angular
momentum, m is projetion of angular momentum on
the z axis, and α labels representation subspaes that
are equivalent, i.e. have idential j.
There are dierent ways of obtaining a given angu-
lar momentum by adding elementary 1/2-spins of sin-
gle qubits. If a given angular momentum is obtained
by always adding the i-th spin-1/2 to the previously ob-
tained total angular momentum of i − 1 spins, these
dierent ways orrespond to dierent paths in the van
Vlek diagram [15℄, shown in Fig. 1. Therefore α an
be regarded as an index labelling dierent paths lead-
ing to equivalent representation subspaes. There are,
however, alternative ways of speifying α whih depend
on the order of adding elementary 1/2 spins. In the
following alulations, it will be helpful to use dier-
ent onventions for labelling equivalent representations,
distinguished with a subsript {k}. In expliit terms,
α{k} will label equivalent representation subspaes whih
are obtained by rst adding suessively the rst k
spins 1/2, from number 1 to k, then adding the last
N − k spins in the reverse order, from number N to
k + 1, and nally ombining these two groups together.
The value of α{k} is thus fully speied by a sequene
{j1, j12, . . . , j1...k}{jk+1...N , jk+2...N , . . . , jN}, where ji...k
is the total angular momentum after adding together
spins from the number i to k. Of ourse, a single par-
tile spin is equal to ji = 1/2 for any i. Naturally, all
the onventions for numbering equivalent subspaes, or-
responding to a dierent hoie of the k, are legitimate,
yet the ability to swith between alternative onventions
will make it possible to derive a ompat formula for the
ation of the hannel.
Using the deomposition given in Eq. (10) we an write
any twirled state ρ
twirled
in the following way:
ρ
twirled
= T (ρ) =
N/2⊕
j=(N mod 2)/2
pj
2j + 1
1Hj ⊗ ρj , (11)
4j
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FIG. 1: Van Vlek's branhing diagram desribing addition
of N spins 1/2. The X and Y axis orresponds to number of
spins N and the total spin j respetively. The numbers in ir-
les represent the multipliity of given total angular momen-
tum subspae (number of paths leading to it). An exemplary
path { 1
2
, 1, 1
2
, 0, 1
2
, 1} is marked with bold (red) line.
Denoting by Pj a projetion onto Hj ⊗ Cdj we nd the
relations
pj = Tr(Pjρ), (12)
ρj =
1
pj
TrHj (PjρPj). (13)
Beause the ation of Ii preserves the twirled struture,
we may write the output state of the hannel in an anal-
ogous form:
E(ρ) = E(ρ
twirled
) =
N/2⊕
j=(N mod 2)/2
poutj
2j + 1
1Hj ⊗ ρoutj .
(14)
Therefore, the full desription of the ation of the han-
nel amounts to writing poutj , ρ
out
j as a funtion of pj, ρj .
Equivalently we may haraterize the hannel by its a-
tion on operators:
Pα,α
′
J =
1
2J + 1
J∑
M=−J
|J,M, α〉〈J,M, α′| =
=
1
2J + 1
1HJ ⊗ |α〉〈α′|
(15)
sine any twirled state an be written as their linear om-
bination. As disussed before, we have freedom in hoos-
ing the onvention for labels α. The simplest expres-
sion is obtained if we speify how the hannel ats on
P
α{1},α
′
{1}
J , and express the output in terms of the opera-
tors P
α{N−1},α
′
{N−1}
J . The detailed derivation is presented
in Appendix A, with the nal formula in the form:
E(Pα{1},α
′
{1}
J ) =
∑
j′12
j12
. . .
∑
j′1...N−1
j1...N−1
j1+j2...N∑
J1=|j1−j2...N |
j12+j3...N∑
J2=|j12−j3...N |
. . .
j1...N−1+jN∑
JN−1=|j1...N−1−jN |
P
α{N−1},α
′
{N−1}
JN−1
×
U(J1, 2)
j12
j2...N
U(J1, 2)
j′12
j′
2...N
. . . U(JN−2, N − 1)j1...N−1jN−1,N U(JN−2, N − 1)
j′1...N−1
j′N−1,N
×
R(t)
J1,j
′
1,j
′
2...N
J,j1,j2...N
R(t)
J2,j
′
12,j
′
3...N
J1,j12,j3...N
. . . R(t)
JN−1,j
′
1...N−1,j
′
N
JN−2,j1...N−1,jN
(16)
where aording to our onvention α{k}, and α
′
{k} read:
α{k} = {j1, j12, . . . , j1...k}{jk+1,...,N , jk+2,...,N , . . . , jN}
α′{k} = {j′1, j′12, . . . , j′1...k}{j′k+1,...,N , j′k+2,...,N , . . . , j′N},
(17)
the funtions R(t)
Jk,j
′
1,j
′
2
J,j1,j2
are given in terms of Wigner 6j
oeients [12℄ as:
R(t)
Jk,j
′
1,j
′
2
J,j1,j2
=
j2+j
′
2∑
j=|j2−j′2|
(−1)Jk−J(2j + 1)(2Jk + 1)×
exp
(
−1
2
j(j + 1)t
){
j1 J j2
j′2 j j
′
1
}{
j1 j
′
1 j
j′2 j2 Jk
}
,
(18)
and U(J, k)j1...kjk...N is a shorthand notation for spei o-
eients U(j1, j2, J, j3; j12, j23) used in adding three an-
gular momenta [12℄, disussed in Appendix A):
U(J, k)j1...kjk...N = U(j1...k−1, 1/2, J, jk+1...N ; j1...k, jk...N ).
(19)
Reall also that all single partile spins ji = 1/2, whih
we kept impliit in Eq. (16) only to ease the understand-
ing of the formula struture.
The formula (16), despite its lengthy appearane, en-
ables an eient alulation of the hannel ation even
for a large number of qubits, whih would be infeasible
by inserting diretly the formula for pt(U) into Eq. (7)
and performing the integration.
5IV. THREE QUBITS
The ase N = 1 of one qubit is trivial. The hannel
ats as ompletely depolarizing hannel, hene its apa-
ity both lassial and quantum is zero. The aseN = 2 of
two qubits was solved in Ref. [16℄, where the optimal las-
sial apaity was derived together with the optimal en-
semble of states. The twirling operation in this ase pro-
dues Werner states ρ = (1+ c)1 /4− c|ψ−〉〈ψ−|. Imper-
fet orrelations were introdued in that paper through a
phenomenologial shrinking fator η multiplying the pa-
rameter c. Our general model predits the same behav-
ior, with the shrinking fator given expliitly by η = e−t.
Notie also that quantum apaity of this hannel is zero
sine all multipliity subspaes are one dimensional.
We will now investigate the ation of the hannel for
three qubits, whih is the lowest number with non-trivial
equivalent representation subspaes. Adding three spins
1/2 gives one subspae with j = 3/2, whih is the fully
symmetri subspae, and two subspaes with j = 1/2.
The two-fold multipliity of subspaes orresponding to
j = 1/2 enables one to preserve quantum superpositions.
In the ase of perfet orrelations t = 0 the hannel ats
as the identity in the multipliity subspae [2℄, whih
therefore forms a deoherene-free subsystem, making it
possible to enode one qubit with the delity equal to
one. The lassial apaity of suh a hannel is equal
to log2 3, sine we have three ompletely distinguishable
output states: two orthogonal states of a qubit from the
multipliity subspae and one state from the fully sym-
metri subspae. When orrelations between operations
ating on onseutive qubits are not perfet the delity
of the transmission as well as lassial and quantum a-
paity will derease. In this setion we will derive ana-
lytial formulas for the delity of transmission through
the hannel as well as numerial and approximate ana-
lytial results for quantum and lassial apaities of the
hannel.
For three qubits a general twirled state has the form:
ρ =
p
2
(1H1/2 ⊗ ρ1/2)⊕
1− p
4
1H3/2 , (20)
where ρ1/2 is an arbitrary 2× 2 density matrix, and 0 ≤
p ≤ 1. Let us now speify a partiular basis in the j = 1/2
multipliity subspae in whih the operation E will have
the simplest form. Let the state |0〉 orrespond to the
equivalent subspae labeled {j = 1/2, α = 0}, obtained
by ombining the rst two spins 1/2 together to get the
angular momentum 0 and then adding the third spin with
the total angular momentum 1/2, while |1〉 orresponds
to the equivalent subspae labeled {j = 1/2, α = 1},
obtained by ombining the rst two spins to get the an-
gular momentum 1, and then adding the third spin to
produe the total angular momentum 1/2. For simpliity
in what follows we will omit the identity operators ating
in the representation subspaes. Instead of 1H1/2 ⊗ ρ1/2
we will simply write a single qubit state ρ1/2, and instead
of 1H3/2 we will write |2〉〈2|. Our hannel an be thus
regarded as eetively a qutrit hannel that preserves no
oherene between subspaes {|0〉, |1〉} and {|2〉}. The
evolution of the state has the simplest form if we intro-
due the following basis in the qubit subspae:
|e1〉 = |0〉+
√
3|1〉
2
, |e2〉 =
√
3|0〉 − |1〉
2
. (21)
In order to desribe the ation of the hannel it is su-
ient to alulate its ation on the extreme states whose
onvex ombinations generate the entire set of twirled
states. The extreme states are |2〉〈2| and an arbitrary
pure state |ψ〉〈ψ| in the qubit subspae, whih we will
parameterize as |ψ〉 = cos(θ/2)|e1〉+sin(θ/2)eiφ|e2〉. Ap-
plying Eq. (16) to the three-qubit ase yields:
E(|2〉〈2|) =
(
1
4
(
1− e−2t) 0
0 112
(
3− 4e−t + e−2t)
)
⊕ 16
(
3 + 2e−t + e−2t
)
(22)
E(|ψ〉〈ψ|) =
(
1
4
(
1 + e−2t(1 + 2 cos θ)
)
1
2 sin θ(e
−t cosφ− ie−2t sinφ)
1
2 sin θ(e
−t cosφ+ ie−2t sinφ) 112
(
3 + 8e−t sin2(θ/2)− e−2t(1 + 2 cos θ))
)
⊕
⊕ 16
(
3− 4e−t sin2(θ/2)− e−2t(1 + 2 cos θ)) , (23)
where the output matrix is written in the basis |e1〉, |e2〉,
|2〉. This expression will be now used to alulate quan-
tities haraterizing the hannel.
A. Fidelity
Let us rst alulate the transmission delity of a pure
qubit state enoded in the multipliity subspae. Aord-
ing to Eq. (23), with a probability
1
6 [3− 4e−t sin2(θ/2)−
e−2t(1 + 2 cos θ)] the input qubit state is removed from
6the multipliity subspae and transformed into the state
|2〉〈2|. We an onsider an eetive one qubit hannel
E
e
by replaing the state |2〉〈2| at the output with the
maximally mixed state in the qubit spae, given by 1 /2.
Sine now we deal with an ordinary one qubit hannel,
i.e. a one qubit trae-preserving ompletely positive map,
we may investigate its ation in terms of an ane map
on the Bloh vetor. Written in the basis |e1〉, |e2〉, the
output Bloh vetor r
out
an be expressed in terms of the
input vetor r
in
as:
r
out
=

 e−t 0 00 e−2t 0
0 0 2e
−2t+e−t
3

 r
in
+

 00
e−2t−e−t
3

 .
(24)
The hannel shrinks and translates the initial Bloh
sphere. Notie that the shrinking is not isotropi and
is weakest and strongest respetively in the x and y di-
retions. The translation magnitude initially inreases
ahieving the maximal value at t = ln(2) and then van-
ishes asymptotially.
The expliit expression for the delity of the output
state is given by:
f(θ, φ, t) = 〈ψ| E
e
(|ψ〉〈ψ|) |ψ〉 = 1
2
(1 + r
in
· r
out
) =
=
1
24
[12 + 5e−t + 7e−2t+
+ (e−2t − e−t)(4 cos θ − 6 cos 2φ sin2 θ + cos 2θ)]. (25)
and is depited in Fig. 2. It is seen that the delity is op-
timized along meridians φ = 0, π, whih is a onsequene
of the fat that shrinking is weakest in the x diretion.
The highest transmission delity is ahieved for states√
5/8|e1〉 ±
√
3/8|e2〉, independently of the atual value
of the diusion time t > 0.
We now ompute the average delity of states lying on
a great irle parameterized by the unit normal vetor
given in spherial oordinates (θc, φc). This quantity is
relevant when one needs to transmit a relative phase of an
equally weighted superposition [17℄. The average great
irle delity reads:
fc(θc, φc) =
1
24
[
6
(
e−2t + e−t + 2
)
+
(
e−2t − e−t) (1 + 3 cos 2φc) sin2 θc]
(26)
Thus it is a straightforward observation that the great
irle parameterized by (θc = π/2, φc = π/2) (the merid-
ian in the xz plane) is optimal and yields fc = (3+2e
−t+
e−2t)/6.
The average delity integrated over the entire Bloh
sphere of input states with the uniform distribution is
given by:
〈f(t)〉 = 1
18
(
9 + 4e−t + 5e−2t
)
(27)
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FIG. 2: The delity f(θ, φ, t = 1) of states transmitted
through an eetive qubit hannel E
e
as a funtion of the
Bloh parameters θ and φ of the input state.
and it dereases monotonially with inreasing diusion
strength. In the limit of strong diusion t ≫ 1 the the
hannel is ompletely depolarizing.
B. Coherent information
We will now optimize the oherent information of the
hannel E in order to estimate its apaity for transmit-
ting quantum information. Let us note that we now need
to onsider the full qutrit hannel E ating aording to
Eqs. (22) and (23) rather than the eetive one qubit
hannel E
e
, as onsidering only the latter would lower
the ahievable quantum apaity.
Coherent information is dened as follows [18℄:
IC = sup
ρ
(S(E(ρ)) − S
env
(E , ρ)) , (28)
where S(ρ) = −Tr (ρ log2 ρ) is the von Neumann entropy
and S
env
is the entropy exhange [18℄. The analytial
optimization seems hard due to the ompliated form of
the Krauss operators [18℄ our hannel has. Nevertheless,
one an easily notie that the optimal state ρ in Eq. (28)
will be supported on {|e1〉, |e2〉} subspae, sine the sym-
metri subspae |2〉 an be regarded as a purely lassi-
al degree of freedom and therefore annot ontribute to
quantum apaity. Numerial optimization shows that
the optimal state has the form:
ρ(ǫ) = ǫ|e1〉〈e1|+ (1 − ǫ)|e2〉〈e2|. (29)
We have optimized analytially the oherent information
in the limit of weak diusion (small t). In the ase of
no diusion the state ρ(ǫ = 1/2) maximizes the quantum
apaity: IC = 1. We have expanded IC in a power series
70.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
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0.6
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FIG. 3: Coherent information IC as a funtion of diusion
time t. The numerial solution is marked with the solid line,
the analytial approximation given by Eq. (30) is marked with
the dashed line.
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FIG. 4: The parameter ǫ of the input state maximizing the
oherent information IC . The numerial solution is marked
with the solid line, the analytial approximation given in Eq.
(31) is marked with the dashed line.
in ǫ around ǫ = 1/2 up to the seond order and alulated
the maximum. In the lowest order in t (whih inludes
also terms t log t, reeting the fat that the derivative
of IC(t) diverges in t = 0) the approximate input state
parameter ǫ and the quantum apaity read:
IC ≈ 1− t
3
(
8− log2 3 +
2
ln 2
− 2 log2 t
)
(30)
ǫ ≈ 1
2
+
t
6
(
1− 1
log2 3
)
(31)
Numerial results depited in Fig. 3 indiate that oher-
ent
information drops to stritly zero for diusion time
t > 0.275, whih strongly suggest that in this regime no
quantum ommuniation is possible. Sine our hannel
is not degradable [19℄ it ould happen that the quantum
apaity is not zero even though the oherent information
vanishes, see e.g. Ref [20℄.
C. Classial apaity
The lassial apaity of a quantum hannel an be
alulated using the Holevo-Shumaher-Westmoreland
[18, 21℄ formula:
C = sup
{pi,ρi}
[
S
(
E
(∑
i
piρi
))
−
∑
i
piS(E (ρi))
]
,
(32)
where the supremum is taken over all ensembles {pi, ρi}.
Let C˜ = S (E (∑i piρi)) −∑i piS(E (ρi)) denote the ex-
pression that is optimized in Eq. (32). In order to ahieve
the supremum it is enough to use d2 pure states, where
d is the dimension of the input Hilbert spae [22℄. In
our ase the maximum number of pure stares needed to
ahieve the supremum is ve: four in the qubit subspae
and additionally the symmetri state |2〉. We imple-
mented numerial optimization of the lassial apaity,
whih for all diusion times t yielded three-element opti-
mal ensembles ontaining only two states from the qubit
subspae. Furthermore, the sub-ensemble in the qubit
subspae was omposed of states given by:
|ψ1〉 = cos(θ/2)|e1〉+ sin(θ/2)|e2〉
|ψ2〉 = cos(θ/2)|e1〉 − sin(θ/2)|e2〉 (33)
and equal weights, whih we will denote by q. The pa-
rameters q and θ are funtions of t.
For t > 0 the optimal states |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 turn out to
be non-orthogonal. In order to judge how signiant this
nonorthogonality is for the hannel transmission, let us
ompare the optimal apaity with the apaity attain-
able when omposing the input ensemble from a pair of
orthogonal states in the qubit subspae and the symmet-
ri state |2〉. The optimal orthogonal states for trans-
mission in the qubit subspae are 1/
√
2(|e1〉 ± |e2〉). As
seen in Fig. 5, the apaity obtained using these states is
very lose to the absolute optimum. However, a dierent
hoie of orthogonal states an signiantly deteriorate
the apaity, with the worst ase orresponding to the
states 1/
√
2(|e1〉 ± i|e2〉). The best and the worst per-
formane of these pairs an be explained intuitively by
the anisotropy of the eetive qubit hannel E
e
: the op-
timal orthogonal states lay on the x axis haraterized
by the weakest shrinking, while the worst ones on the y
axis where the shrinking is strongest. This argument is
of ourse not rigorous, as we are dealing here with the
full qutrit hannel rather than the eetive one E
e
in
the qubit subspae. While in the limit t = 0 of no diu-
sion any pair of orthogonal states performs equally well,
this invariane is broken for t > 0 owing to the asym-
metri harater of the hannel. However, the partiular
hoie of the orthogonal states given by 1/
√
2(|e1〉±|e2〉)
performs lose to optimum for any diusion strength.
In order to obtain an approximate analytial solution
we expand C˜ = C˜(θ, q, t) in a power series up to the
seond order in (θ, q) around (π/2, 1/3) and optimize an-
alytially. This yields an approximate solution for a weak
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FIG. 5: The lassial apaity of the quantum hannel C as a
funtion of diusion time t. The solid line depits numerial
results, the dashed line depits the approximate analytial
solution from Eq. (36), while dashed-dotted and dotted lines
represent apaities obtained using respetively the best and
the worst pairs of orthogonal states. Notie that using proper
orthogonal states allows one almost to ahieve the optimal
apaity.
diusion, given by:
q ≈ 1
3
+
t
108
(
5 +
7
4 log2 3
+ ln t
)
(34)
θ ≈ π
2
− t
12
(1− log2 3 + 2 ln t) (35)
A omparison between numerial and approximate an-
alytial solutions is shown in Fig. 6. The graphs show a
good agreement of analytial solution with numerial re-
sults. Substituting Eqs. (34) and (35) into C˜(θ, q, t) and
retaining leading terms yields an approximate formula
for the apaity:
C ≈ log2 3 +
t
9
(
1− 14 + 11 ln 3
2 ln 2
+ 7 log2 t
)
, (36)
whih is ompared with numerial results in Fig. 5.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we have introdued a model an N qubit
hannel with imperfetly orrelated noise, i.e. rotations
initing onseutive qubits are subjeted to the proess
of diusion. We have given an expliit formula for the
ation of the hannel on an arbitrary N qubit state and
for N = 3 we alulated the optimal lassial and quan-
tum apaities and the states whih are optimal for om-
muniation. Interestingly, we have observed that las-
sial apaity is maximized when using nonorthogonal
states. Additionally, we analyzed the robustness of dif-
ferent orthogonal states, whih in the ase of no diu-
sion (perfet noise orrelation) are optimal for lassial
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FIG. 6: The optimal weight q and the optimal Bloh param-
eter θ, given in Eq. (33), of input states belonging to the
j = 1/2 multipliity subspae maximizing lassial informa-
tion transmission. The solid lines depit numerial results,
dashed lines represent approximate analytial solutions, given
in Eqs. (34) and (35). Notie that for t > 0 the states are
nonorthogonal.
ommuniation. We have indiated the most robust or-
thogonal states whih perform almost optimal for all dif-
fusion times. We have also found a threshold for the
diusion time above whih the oherent information is
zero and hene most probably no quantum information
an be transmitted.
The model is a very natural extension of the stan-
dard DFS theory, and it an be applied to any physi-
al situation when the ation of the environment on the
qubits an be desribed by a stationary Markov hain of
SU(2) matries, and where the transition probability is
desribed by an isotropi diusion proess on the SU(2)
group. This is equivalent to the assumption that onse-
utive matries are the result of an isotropi random walk
on the SU(2) group (see [23℄ for a review on random walks
on groups). The assumption an be justied for systems
we disussed in the introdution: spins traveling in the
presene of randomly varying magneti eld and photons
transmitted through a ber with birefringene utua-
tions. In both ases onseutive qubits (spins or pho-
tons) experiene varying rotations in the hannel, aused
by utuations of the magneti eld or by birefringene.
9These multiple small random ontributions lead to the
random walk of the eetive matrix desribing the a-
tion of the hannel on onseutive qubits. If these u-
tuations are isotropi then obviously the random walk is
isotropi and it leads to the model we have presented.
Furthermore, even if utuations are anisotropi the ef-
fetive random walk will be isotropi thanks to the as-
sumption that the hannel is long enough to ompletely
depolarize every single qubit transmitted. This remark
is relevant for bers where the birefringene utuations
are typially modeled as anisotropi [24℄, with the prini-
pal axis orresponding to a linear polarization. However,
if suh a utuation ours at some intermediate point
of a suiently long ber, random polarization rotations
introdued by the preeding and the following setions of
the ber should make suh utuations isotropi.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE ACTION
OF THE CHANNEL E ON OPERATORS Pα,α
′
J
Aording to Eq. (8) the ation of the hannel an be
expressed as a omposition of operations Ii dened in
Eq. (9). Let us alulate the ation of Ii on operators
Pα,α
′
J introdued in Eq. (15). Sine Ii ats non trivially
only on the last N−i qubits it will be onvenient to num-
ber equivalent representation subspaes using the on-
vention desribed in Se. III, and write expliitly α{i} =
{j1, j12, . . . , j1...i}{ji+1,...,N , ji+2,...,N , . . . , jN}. The rst
step is to alulate the ation of Ii on Pα{i},α
′
{i}
J :
Ii(Pα{i},α
′
{i}
J ) =
∫
dUpt(U)×
1 ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
⊗U ⊗ · · · ⊗ U︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−i
P
α{i},α
′
{i}
J 1 ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
⊗U † ⊗ · · · ⊗ U †︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−i
.
(A1)
Using α{i} for labelling equivalent representations allows
us to deompose the state |J,M, α{i}〉 using Clebsh-
Gordan oeients, denoted here with square brakets,
aording to:
|J,M, α{i}〉 =
ji+1...N∑
m1...i=−j1...i
[
j1...i ji+1...N J
m1...i mi+1...N M
]
×
|j1...i,m1...i, α1〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
i rst qubits
⊗ |ji+1...N ,mi+1...N , α2〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−i last qubits
.
(A2)
The total angular momenta of the rst i and the last
N − i qubits, given respetively by j1...i and ji+1...N are
uniquely determined by α{i}. Similarly, the labelling of
equivalent subspaes α1, α2 within eah blok of qubits
is determined by α{i} via the following relations: α1 =
{j1, j12, . . . , j1...i−1}{ji}, α2 = {ji+1}{ji+2...N , . . . , jN}
(remember that ji = 1/2 for any i). An analogous de-
omposition an be applied to |J,M, α′{i}〉.
The next step is to write the operator P
α{i},α
′
{i}
J us-
ing the deomposition given in Eq. (A2). The operation
Ii ats trivially on the rst i qubits, while the ation of
U⊗(N−i) on the last N − i qubits an be written with
the help of Wigner rotation matrix D
j(U)m
′
m . By sub-
stituting the expliit form of pt(U) given in Eq. (4) into
Eq. (A1) and using properties of Clebsh-Gordan oef-
ients, Wigner rotation matries, and 6j Wigner sym-
bols (see hapters 3,5,7 in Ref. [12℄) we arrive after some
lengthy alulations at a ompat formula:
Ii(Pα{i},α
′
{i}
J ) =
j1...i+ji+1...N∑
Ji=|j1...i−ji+1...N |
R(t)
Ji,j
′
1...i,j
′
i+1...N
J,j1...i,ji+1...N
P
α{i},α
′
{i}
Ji
,
(A3)
where:
R(t)
Ji,j
′
1,j
′
2
J,j1,j2
=
j2+j
′
2∑
j=|j2−j′2|
(−1)Ji−J(2j + 1)(2Ji + 1)×
exp
(
−1
2
j(j + 1)t
){
j1 J j2
j′2 j j
′
1
}{
j1 j
′
1 j
j′2 j2 Ji
}
(A4)
and the urly brakets denote Wigner 6j symbols. Notie
that the expression derived in Eq. (A3) an be used only
if the index i in the operation Ii is idential with the in-
dex i speifying the onvention for numbering equivalent
subspaes α{i}. If we want to apply Eq. (A3) to alulate
the full ation of the hannel, given by
E(Pα,α′J ) = IN−1(. . . I2(I1(Pα,α
′
J )) . . . ) (A5)
it is onvenient to start from P
α{1},α
′
{1}
J for the represen-
tation of the input state, and then to adjust the onven-
tion after eah step. To arry on this proedure we need
to be able to express operators P
α{i−1},α
′
{i−1}
J in terms of
P
α{i},α
′
{i}
J .
The neessary expression an be derived using the
standard formalism for adding three angular momenta.
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Consider three spins j1, j2, and j3. One an write a
basis using the total angular momentum of all spins in
two dierent ways depending on the order in whih spins
were added together. A ket |j1, (j2j3)j23, J,M〉 orre-
sponds to a state with the total angular momentum J
and projetion on the z axis M , when spins j2, j3 were
rst oupled together yielding the angular momentum j23
and nally the spin j1 was added resulting in the total
angular momentum J . Analogously |(j1j2)j12, j3, J,M〉
orresponds to the situation when rst spins j1 and j2
are added and subsequently the spin j3 joins them. A
unitary operation U(j1, j2, J, j3; j12, j23) that transforms
between these bases:
|j1, (j2j3)j23, J,M〉 =
j1+j2∑
j12=|j1−j2|
U(j1, j2, J, j3; j12, j23)
× |(j1j2)j12, j3, J,M〉 (A6)
an be expressed using 6j Wigner symbols as:
U(j1, j2, J, j3; j12, j23) =
√
(2j12 + 1)(2j23 + 1)
× (−1)−(j1+j2+J+j3)
{
j1 j2 j12
j3 J j23
}
(A7)
Speializing these general formulas to our alulation
(i.e. replaing j1 with j1...i−1, j2 with 1/2 and j3 with
ji+1,...N ) we an write:
P
α{i−1},α
′
{i−1}
J =
∑
j′1...i
j1...i
U(J, i)j1...iji...NP
α{i},α
′
{i}
J U(J, i)
j′1...i
j′i...N
.
(A8)
where the oeients U(J, k)j1...kjk...N are dened in Eq. (19).
For ompleteness let us also write an inverse relation al-
lowing for the lowering of the index i:
P
α{i},α
′
{i}
J =
∑
j′i...N
ji...N
U(J, i)j1...iji...NP
α{i−1},α
′
{i−1}
J U(J, i)
j′1...i
j′i...N
.
(A9)
Equipped with the above formulas we an now alu-
late the ation of the omplete hannel. For the input
state expressed as a ombination of operators P
α{1},α
′
{1}
J ,
the ation of the operation I1 is, aording to Eq. (A3)
given by:
I1(Pα{1},α
′
{1}
J ) =
j1+j2...N∑
J1=|j1−j2...N |
R(t)
J1,j
′
1,j
′
2...N
J,j1,j2...N
P
α{1},α
′
{1}
J1
.
(A10)
In order to alulate the ation of I2 we need to repre-
sent P
α{1},α
′
{1}
J in terms of operators P
α{2},α
′
{2}
J . Using
Eq. (A8) yields:
P
α{1},α
′
{1}
J =
∑
j′12
j12
U(J, 2)j12j2...NP
α{2},α
′
{2}
J U(J, 2)
j′12
j′
2...N
.
(A11)
We may now apply the operation I2, whose ation on
the operators P
α{2},α
′
{2}
J is again given by Eq. (A3). The
ombined ation of I2 and I1 thus reads:
I2(I1(Pα{1},α
′
{1}
J )) =
j1+j2...N∑
J1=|j1−j2...N |
R(t)
J1,j
′
1,j
′
2...N
J,j1,j2...N
∑
j′12
j12
U(J1, 2)
j12
j2...N
U(J1, 2)
j′12
j′
2...N
j12+j3...N∑
J2=|j12−j3...N |
R(t)
J2,j
′
12,j
′
3...N
J1,j12,j3...N
P
α{2},α
′
{2}
J2
(A12)
Iterating this proedure yields the expliit formula for
the ation of the hannel E given in Eq. (16). Notie
in this formula the output state is expressed in terms
of operators P
α{N−1},α
′
{N−1}
J . If desired this expression
an be onverted bak to the representation of operators
P
α{1},α
′
{1}
J by applying repeatedly Eq. (A9).
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